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The Moral Economy of Brujería under the Modern Colony:
A Pirated Modernity?
raquel romberg
For the last five centuries, the moral economy of Puerto Rican brujería (witchcraft, witch healing) has been shaped by extra-and intra-religious forms of power. ∞ As with many other non-institutional vernacular religions, it has retained the symbols of hegemonic culture long after they have ceased to be relevant in the mainstream. ≤ In this sense, the moral economy of brujería has been shaped by what Anna Tsing terms the ''margins'': those ''zones of unpredictability at the edges of discursive stability, where contradictory discourses overlap, or where discrepant kinds of meaning-making converge. '' ≥ The resulting moral economy thereby encompasses apparently incongruous manifestations, such as the presence of the Catholic cross amid African and Asian deities, the performance of Catholic and Protestant worship in the making of magic works, and the convergence of consumerist desires with the moral laws of Spiritism.
The often-amused reactions of non-practitioners to these sorts of discrepancies-when social security applications are blessed and placed under a Buddha, or when Hail Marys are prayed in litany during the making of a magic work-reveal the ''attitude'' ∂ or ''in-your-face'' ∑ power of vernacular, antiinstitutional religious practices. On a theoretical level, they show the contention of practitioners with hegemonic social powers as they appropriate them, taming or punctuating them in order to solve their existential, practical problems. For instance, when clients bring documents produced by welfare state agents to consultations with brujos (witch healers), they seek to achieve the material benefits that might be garnered with the appropriate spiritual intervention. Also, when Catholic prayers are performed by brujos during the making of magic works, they become tangible manifestations of past challenges to the exclusivity of the Catholic Church no less than of the illicit personal takeover of its most cherished symbols and gestures. Rather than the outcome of creole ''mixtures, '' these forms of worship are the upshot of illicit appropriations, pointing to ritual tactics that reposition the hegemonic symbols of powerful others. In this process, a dialectic of two moments-one challenging the exclusivity of hegemonic symbols, and the other recognizing their power-results in the tactical rechanneling of its purposes to something other than those intended by the dominant culture. I have characterized this process elsewhere as ''ritual piracy. '' ∏ This characterization is inspired by, and is intended to evoke, particular frictions in Caribbean socioeconomic and cultural histories that were driven by various interstitial groups, such as pirates, buccaneers, and Maroon societies. π What connects these groups with creole brujos are their tactics of survival on the margins, which have depended on parasitically close, though illegal, relations to local and metropolitan centers of power. In this sense, piracy reflects a typical Caribbean pioneering, infiltrating force that depends on artful forms of partnership between centers of hegemonic power and their margins. ∫ Ritual piracy, far from being a safe, mild metaphor for conceptualizing creolization processes, resonates with Stefano Harney's notion of ''predatory creolization. '' It suggests cultural plundering in the context of scarcity and monopoly-not mixture-and recognition of powerful others and tactical imitation-not dialogue. Ω In fact, ritual piracy considers the plundering of cultures as itself a ''culture building'' tactic. ∞≠ Such illicit tactics have shaped the moral economy of brujería and its practices-divination, healing, and magic rituals-since colonial times, providing both spiritual and material charters for solving the existential predicaments of its practitioners in the present. ∞∞ They have also been essential to the transcendental empowerment of creole brujos-despite and because of the various religious, cultural, and state hegemonic gatekeeping practices that constantly aimed at restricting and undermining them.
From this perspective, I propose to examine power with regard to two interrelated arguments. The first focuses on issues of power as constitutive elements of this creole religion in relation to macro-ethnohistorical processes, particularly in response to hegemonic political, economic, religious, and cultural forces. The second argument complements the first by examining the micro politics of ritual performances, especially the kinds of power that constitute the goals and outcomes of actual consultations. ∞≤ Through this com-bined lens I explore the current dynamism of Puerto Rican brujería, influenced by the effects of both the Americanization of the island, particularly its welfare and consumer capitalist ethos, and transnationalism. ∞≥ The American imposition of a capitalist economic system combined with a welfare state (commonly referred to as welfare capitalism) produced a unique hybrid form of economic, political, and cultural colonial domination, characterized half ironically by the Puerto Rican anthropologist Jorge Duany as a ''postcolonial colony, '' ∞∂ and by the political scientist Ramón Grosfoguel as a ''modern colony. '' ∞∑ Much like the French and Dutch colonies in the postwar Caribbean, what characterizes Puerto Rico as a modern colony (in contrast to neocolonial colonies) is that it is granted (1) annual transfers of billions of dollars in the form of food stamps, health, education, and unemployment benefits; (2) participation in metropolitan standards of mass consumption; (3) metropolitan citizenship and democratic/civil rights; and (4) the possibility of migration without the risks of illegality. ∞∏ The economic boom of the island between World War II and the 1970s was ''showcased'' internationally (especially in contrast to the involvement of the Soviet Union in Cuba) as an American success story of development. For example, Operation Bootstrap (''industrialization by invitation'') in the 1950s boosted labor-intensive industries and the infrastructure. In addition, the exemption from federal taxes granted to American companies on the island under the 936 Law in 1976 propelled massive foreign and federal investments for capital-intensive industries. According to the political scientist Ramón Grosfoguel and the sociologist Marietta Morrissey, the United States welfare system was extended to Puerto Rico as a social and political buffer for its various massive, postwar capitalist development programs. In addition to extending federal social insurance and public assistance, the minimum wages guaranteed in the United States were imposed on Puerto Rico. Although this improved the personal income of Puerto Ricans, it drove many companies away from the island, raising its levels of unemployment. ∞π To prevent social unrest, the United States government extended its food stamp program to the island (used by approximately 60 percent of Puerto Rican families by the 1980s). ∞∫ Most analysts conclude that these economic changes had repercussions that were not only economic and social but also political and cultural. Along with stimulating the growth of the manufacturing, financial, and service sectors and raising personal income and living standards, these measures contributed to the assimilation of and dependence on American consumerist and welfare values and practices, which eventually hindered the decoloniza-tion impetus on the island and constituted a unique boricua everyday practice marked by political and cultural ambiguity. ∞Ω In addition to transforming Puerto Rico into a modern colony, the Americanization of the island reconstituted not just the previous roles and power basis of brujos but also the material desires of their clients. New sites for economic mobility that have been opened up by U.S. federal welfare agencies and U.S.-based businesses, together with the alluring powers of the modern colony-consumerism and fame, not persecution and isolation-now inform the practices of brujería. ≤≠ According to the economist Jaime E. Benson-Arias, Puerto Rico's norm of consumption after the Second World War has been shaped by its participation in mainland accumulation and regulation activities, which has been maintained even during periods of economic crisis. With the recent post-Fordist neoliberal social policies that lowered considerably the buying power of many Puerto Ricans, the norm of consumption on the island has been maintained through an increase in consumer indebtedness (just as it has on the mainland). ≤∞ Indeed, the social scientist Laura Ortiz-Negrón's investigation of consumer practices in Puerto Rico shows that shopping has become a primary social activity, confirming the adage that ''going shopping is a national pastime in Puerto Rico. '' This is so, Ortiz-Negrón argues, not just because of the sheer amount of shopping malls and mega-stores plastered on the small island, but also because these shopping malls are always full despite relatively low salaries, an unofficial unemployment rate of 30 percent, and the fact that 60 percent of the population receives federal nutritional assistance through the program known as pan (Programa de Asistencia Nutricional). ≤≤ Looking at the constitutive nature of consumption on Puerto Rican subjectivities, OrtizNegrón's study reveals that consumer culture offers an escape from the utilitarian spaces of everyday life, that it signifies the participation in, not just the illusion of, equal access to goods and services, and that it allows for a nontraditional perception of commodities and social relations that stresses elements of desire and cultural capital. ≤≥ Consumerism under the modern colony, she concludes in a way that pertains to my chapter here, needs not be assessed solely in terms of ''the problem of consumption'' or as a prevalent mode of criticism of American hegemony, cultural imperialism, and national identity. ≤∂ Therefore, consumerism as a contemporary (some would add, postmodern) means of imagining and constructing self-images through the acquisition of commodities may be examined in relation to magic in general or the transformative potential of commodities (as in the spirit of matter, or ''commodity fetishism''), and to brujería practices more specifically as one of the social arenas in which one's ''blessings'' could be attested or tested.
In framing the moral economy of brujería also within consumer capitalism, I also want to draw attention to the impact of consumerism on vernacular religious practices in Puerto Rico. Indeed, capitalist modes of consumption, not just production, could be considered as critical sites for the exploration of both the constitutive aspects of capitalist forms of domination and the potential agency of consumers as producers of meaning. ≤∑ The distinction made by Daniel Miller between a priori and a posteriori differences in the kinds of rupture that the consumption of commodities might entail is useful here. By focusing on the a posteriori effects of consumer capitalism on brujería practices, I illuminate ''the unprecedented diversity created by the differential consumption of what had once been thought to be global and homogenizing institutions. '' Rather than solve theoretical conundrums, it provides a lens to observe how brujos and their clients ''commonly live out these contradictions in local practice. '' ≤∏ Since the late 1980s, the increasing transnational pool of ritual experts and commodities in Puerto Rico, together with a local multicultural identity politics, have also reshaped the moral economy of brujería with a more inclusive and positive attitude toward people and things African. ≤π Taken together, these economic, political, and cultural changes have not only shaped Puerto Rico's modernity in comparison to other Caribbean nations, but also, as I will show below, distinguishes the moral economy of brujería from other vernacular religions in the Caribbean. In the concluding discussion of this chapter, these ethnographic realities will be situated within and against a growing, compelling cross-cultural literature on the modernity of magic as a first step in tracing the unique genealogy of modernity that the moral economy of brujería (under a modern colony) exposes.
brujería in a modern colony
Over the span of five centuries, various layered histories originating both in distant and local places have shaped the moral economy of Puerto Rican brujería. In this tortuous history, brujería has incorporated at different periods the spirituality and gestures of popular Spanish Catholicism, French Spiritism, United States Protestantism, and Cuban Santería. ≤∫ These religious practices came together because of the political, economic, and social conditions brought by colonialism, slavery, nation building, and migration-all of which were shaped by global forces of various kinds. Similar trends were also constitutive of other Afro-Latin vernacular forms of spiritual healing and magic, such as Haitian Vodou, ≤Ω Cuban Santería and Palo, ≥≠ and Brazilian Candomblé and Umbanda. ≥∞ But what sets Puerto Rican brujería apart is the added ''Americanization'' of its moral economy.
After three and a half centuries of being persecuted as heretic and vilified as superstitious and primitive under Spanish rule and the beginning of American rule in 1898, the practices of brujería have recently changed again because of the colonial relations that tied the United States mainland with the island under commonwealth status since 1950. These ties, which began with the invasion of 1898, are economic, religious, and cultural, as well as ideological. As noted above, they have transformed Puerto Rican modes of production and consumption under free trade and consumerism, and established a stronger dependency on the various forms of federal aid from the U.S. federal government, administered by specialized state agencies under the system of welfare capitalism.
Puerto Rico under the Estado Libre Asociado (ela, or commonwealth) occupies an ambiguous position between total independence from, and total annexation to, the United States. Rather than the result of positive political action, the commonwealth seems to be the result of an irresolute electorate, or, as Doris Sommer suggests, an electorate very decided on not deciding.
≥≤ After decades of deferred controversies, visible in the enactment of endless plebiscites, the future of Puerto Rico's status is still entangled in irreconcilable options between state sovereignty and annexation. ≥≥ In religious matters, with the separation (at least at an official level) of state and religion, American Catholic and Protestant churches mushroomed, and Cubans who arrived as political exiles following the 1959 revolution established Santería temples. ≥∂ As a result, a general ''spiritual laissez-faire'' atmosphere emerged, opening up the gates to religious eclecticism and competition. ≥∑ Trusting that the American presence would help modernize and bring prosperity to the Puerto Rican nation after centuries of declining Spanish colonial rule, many (rich and poor alike) began converting to the newly established U.S.-based churches on the island. ≥∏ During the first decades of American rule, it was quite easy to find members of one family affiliated with different religious traditions, creating an unprecedented religious heterogeneity within each family.
It is in this eclectic religious atmosphere-with its various logics of practice-that many of the brujos I worked with were raised and later as adults developed their employment trajectories, shaping in great measure their individual ritual styles. Tonio, a famous brujo in his nineties whom I met in Loíza in 1995, for instance, followed popular Catholicism, Spiritism, and creole re-workings of African-based magic practices. In the early decades of the twentieth century, he used to work as an overseer in an American-owned sugar plantation, acquiring an insider's knowledge of the workings and effects of capitalist forms of management and employment. For sixty years (until his death in 1998), however, he dedicated himself fully to his obra espiritual (spiritual work). Haydée, whom I met through Tonio, followed Tonio's style with an added mode emerging from her upbringing as the daughter of a Spiritist father and a Catholic mother who converted to American Protestantism. She worked for many years as a legal secretary and then as the personnel manager of a state-run health care clinic before devoting herself fully to the obra espiritual after a series of health problems. The youngest of all the healers I met, Armando, was raised by an espiritista mother in New York, where he had the opportunity to expand his ritual knowledge among Cuban and Nuyorican babalawos as well as other healers from South and Central America, continuing his initiation in Santería under Ronny, an exiled Cuban babalawo in Puerto Rico. ≥π Armando worked in an American-owned paper-goods factory in Puerto Rico and as a healer after work and on weekends, with the intention of fully dedicating himself to the obra espiritual as soon as he could leave his inlaws' house. Basi, the owner of a botanica, was in her mid sixties when I met her and lived with her during several months of my fieldwork. She was raised by a Spiritist grandmother, and since roughly the 1980s she blended New Age versions of Spiritism with an ecumenical form of Christian religiosity in her obra espiritual. Reflecting her healing style, Basi's botanica was profusely supplied with the usual potions, icons, trinkets, herbs, candles, and books, with added special sections for New Age and herbal medicine products. Ken, a forty-year-old Nuyorican healer married to Mora, a Puerto Rican espiritistasantera, developed a personal style that combined various Asian, Native American, and New Age modes of healing with traditional Puerto Rican Spiritism. They worked together in private consultations, and coached groups in all sorts of meditation and spiritual traditions, catering to a host of young, yuppie clients.
This short sample suggests that in addition to the eclectic religious trajectories brought forth by transnationalism and the Americanization of the island, the life and working experiences of brujos-many of whom have experienced working in American-owned factories or state agencies-shaped their ritual expertise. Having thus acquired additional cultural capital pertaining to new systems of production and redistribution under consumer and welfare capitalism, brujos are often at the center of commercial and bureaucratic circles. In this capacity, they are able, for example, to recommend their unem-ployed clients to companies headed by their influential clients, and to inform their needy ones of new welfare regulations that may become available. As a result, as will become evident below, the healing and magic styles of powerful brujos-those blessed by both the spirits and influential clients-encompass not only the spiritual but also the material welfare of their clients. Interceding more directly in the material conditions of their clients, and no longer persecuted as heretics or vilified as charlatans, brujos have begun to function implicitly as ''spiritual entrepreneurs'': as brokers among state, business, and professional networks. As such, they are sought out when mainstream medicine, psychology, or social work fail to provide solutions to a variety of health, relationship, and economic problems, but, more comprehensively, they are also consulted in order to promote one's bendiciones (blessings) or ultimate success in life. ≥∫ Within this new moral economy, material acquisitiveness and desire for success have been elevated to a higher moral and spiritual order of aspiration: brujos and their followers see material and spiritual progress as well as the attainment of high social status as not only morally legitimate quests but also visible signs of being ''blessed'' by the spirits. This form of ''spiritualized materialism'' suggests that profit and success have become infused with an ultimate moral purpose, once spiritual forces are believed to have intervened in achieving these goals. ≥Ω Defined in terms of both material and spiritual progress, the quest for bendiciones has been molded recently by consumer and welfare capitalist values and sensibilities, adding to the hitherto exclusively Catholic and Spiritist spiritual understandings of bendiciones a concern for the material conditions of one's existence (similar to those promoted by charismatic Pentecostal churches). The connection between spiritual and material blessings is hence established: material success-measured by one's acquisitive power, social status, and overall progress-attests to having been gifted with spiritual blessings (and vice versa). This redefinition of bendiciones is embodied in rituals and orientations to reality that aim at achieving and explaining economic and social success. For instance, under the Spiritist law of love and charity, one's bendiciones (in this case, one's cuadro, comprising protective spirits) have to be shared in order to multiply them: the more we share, the more blessings and prosperity we are given back.
transnationalism Although striking in their own ways, these local processes cannot adequately encompass the complex world in which urban vernacular religions in general ∂≠ and unorthodox forms of espiritismo, santerismo, and brujería in particular operate today. This is a world in which the technologies of travel and communication have facilitated the intense movement of people (some as a result of forced dislocation, others in search of better opportunities), as well as the circulation of ideologies, commodities, and desires. ∂∞ One of the results is that social relations in today's urban settings are no longer confined to the nuclear or extended family or dominated solely by face-to-face encounters, but rather are swayed by complex, long-distance networks of mediated relations and desires. ∂≤ These processes have influenced brujería practices in at least three ways: by the migration of ritual experts, the circulation of ritual commodities, and the impact of Afro-American identity politics. In fact, with the recent intensification of the circulation of ritual experts and commodities, vernacular religions such as Puerto Rican brujería have entered a transnational arena of ritual experimentation and eclecticism. For example, Haydée met various santeros and babalawos-some exiled from Cuba and some Nuyoricansduring her regular visits to botanicas. It was during one of these visits that she met an exiled Cuban babalawo (who consulted with her occasionally) and his godson, Armando, with whom she initiated a collaboration that lasted a few months.
Other forms of religious change or conversion have occurred among practitioners of Santería in Puerto Rico as a consequence of their identification with the African Diaspora (as in many parts of the Caribbean and the Americas), leading to the revitalization and essentialization of their religious practices, in many cases following a highly selective regard for Yoruba origins. ∂≥ But the reimagining of creole religious practices with regard to an imagined Africa or an essentialized indigenousness (indigenismo)-pervasive within some diasporic religions ∂∂ -was not consciously adopted by the practitioners and clients with whom I worked, and thus is outside my discussion here. I need to mention, however, the unintended effect of this revitalization on the practices of brujería. In effect, the overall public recognition of the African and Taíno heritage of Puerto Rican popular culture by state and private promoters freed practitioners of brujería from the need to hide their practices. ∂∑ Instead of being ashamed or threatened by past stereotypes that labeled them as either heretics or charlatans, brujos are increasingly able to acknowledge their spiritual work as stemming from the magic and healing powers of African orishas or deities, overtly incorporating elements of Santería in their Spiritist practices. African deities are considered the most honored, potent spiritual energies of all-their ultimate value stemming, however, from their perceived ritual potency, not from their connection to Africa or any other moral geography. ∂∏ prosperity, consumerism, and welfare capitalism: a particular genealogy of modernity
The choices of lifestyle offered by consumerism in conditions of ''high modernity'' impart a more or less integral set of practices that an individual ''is forced'' to choose (we have no choice but to choose) ''not only because such practices fulfill utilitarian needs, but because they give material form to a particular narrative of self-identity. '' ∂π Acquisitiveness as an endless process of materialization satisfies at the same time the possibility of enhancing and renewing oneself according to ever-changing narratives of self-identity and lifestyles. The materiality of these lifestyles acquires yet another value within brujería. As mentioned above, if achieved, material success becomes a marker of one's bendiciones; and if it is yet to be achieved, it becomes an endless motivational force that guides personal and social choices. Like the phantasmagoric nature of the fetish mentioned by Michael Taussig, bendiciones elucidate ''a certain quality of ghostliness in objects in the modern world and an uncertain fluctuation between thinghood and spirit. '' ∂∫ If both self and commodities become entangled in fetishist relations, one's personal power becomes materialized and desired objects become spiritualized. Having acquired and at the same time confounded their assumed qualities, the need to perceive one's personal power materialized in objects destabilizes both the self and the objects that are meant to embody it.
Since being prosperous suggests that one is blessed by the spirits, when brujos are able to invest in expanding their altars and to throw lavish spiritual fiestas for their patron saints, they are asserting their spiritual powers. And much like their clients, they display their blessings through the consumption of fancy clothes, glamorous jewels, flashy cars, and the latest technological gadgets (e.g., electronic gates, cell phones, beepers). Waiting rooms filled with clients who come to consult (often making big sacrifices and waiting for three to five hours to be seen), and clients traveling long distances, even over the Atlantic, are additional external markers of successful brujos. This sensuous moral economy fits well with the enticements and predicaments of consumer capitalism, acquiring a spiritual, cosmic meaning. ∂Ω An evident circularity is at work here. Similarly to the fetish and the belief in its transformative power, this moral economy implies that there is materiality in blessings and spirituality in corporeality or embodiment. In short, spirituality and materiality reflect each other: material prosperity is a sign of being blessed spiritually, and leading a spiritual life is rewarded materially. ∑≠ Brujería thereby operates on murky ground, articulating the desires and frustrations akin to high modernity by foregrounding the centrality of material consumption simultaneously as proof, reflection, and anticipation of one's personal power.
This moral economy is evident also in botanicas. For example, they have to have their shelves fully stocked, be well supplied, have the latest innovations, offer ''new and improved'' products (e.g., cleansing aerosols, which have been rapidly incorporated by successful brujos as practical, timesaving substitutes for cleansing potions made from scratch), and prodigiously expensive items in order to index that they are ''blessed by the spirits. '' A prosperous-looking botanica attracts clients with the hope that its good fortune will also affect them. The sign of prosperity is not the size of the botanica but its displayed stock, in terms of both variety and quantity (the latter related to a sense of limitless availability and bountiful supply). Also, today you can find in these stores a gamut of mass-produced ritual objects from around the world-from South, Central, and North America, East and Southeast Asia, and the Caribbean. They are sought by brujos not because of their origin but because of their perceived potency, following the endorsement of celebrity healers or personal contact with transnational healers.
There are yet other sources and meanings of bendiciones, which come from the interventions of brujos in commercial and bureaucratic matters during consultations. Thanks to Haydée's connections, for example, a young unemployed woman found a job with a restaurant chain, since the manager of one of these restaurants is one of Haydée's clients. Through another client (a manager of a hotel chain and car-rental agency), Haydée secured a receptionist job for a young Nuyorican man who just arrived from the mainland. Interventions such as these were also public pledges to her power as a bruja, as well as a display of the bendiciones-acquired via her trabajo espiritual (spiritual work)-she was able to share with her clients. Through a conflation of spiritual and social responsibility to others, Puerto Rican brujería does answer to this agenda, but it does so outside an institutional setting. Stemming from its unique, non-institutional ways of operating, it offers an unorthodox, individualistic form of spiritual guidance and religiosity in achieving material success.
Clearly not the result of belief in any particular healing tradition, the choices made by business owners, professionals, homemakers, and blue-collar workers who seek brujos are mostly guided by the perceived fame and success of particular healers and the power ascribed to their particular healing style.
∑∞
In addition to the moral economy mentioned above, and without diminishing its spiritual authenticity, the spiritual field of brujería is largely shaped by free-market consumer considerations: intense competition, self-promotion, and specialization. Asserting their fame and powers as spiritual entrepreneurs, healers often define their expertise in relation to mainstream ''cloak professions'': Armando, for example, defines himself as a ''spiritual consultant, '' and Haydée sees herself as a ''doctor of the soul. '' The marriage between market and spiritual considerations-usually viewed as problematic in modernist discourses-is actually a nonissue for practitioners and their clients. Guided by the Spiritist ethos, which foregrounds the preeminence of spiritual laws, justice, and personal civic responsibility, brujos manage to muster-for a modest fee of $10 to $20 per consultation, compared to $60 to $120 charged by physicians, lawyers, and psychologists-diverse functions commonly held by public and private institutions in addressing their clients' practical and moral problems.
Extending the area of influence and control beyond the management of spirits and saints, brujos develop their expertise by encompassing those areas of social life that fall under the control of state and commercial agents. I see this appropriation as a form of tactical opposition from within. ∑≤ If, as Taussig suggests, ''the labor of the negative'' is essential to the ''magical power that converts the negative into being, '' ∑≥ this power stems in the case of brujería from the transformation of exclusionary forms of knowledge into incorporated areas of intervention: knowledge and control over the transcendental world is now complemented with knowledge and control of market and state powers. Taking advantage of new economic opportunities and welfare regulations, brujos can answer the emotional, economic, and spiritual needs of their clients and at times even become adjudicators between man-made laws and policies and Spiritist ethics. In essential ways, the means of attaining material security and success are achieved by co-opting bureaucratic and commercial systems into the moral economy of brujería. An important aspect of the constitutive aspect of the labor of the negative lies in the irreverent incorporation and adaptation of key mainstream values and gestures of powerful agents in society, and the taking over of the roles traditionally assigned not only to psychologists and social workers but also to officials of the labor, justice, and public health systems. A young woman accountant came for a consultation with Haydée after she was unjustly dismissed from her job. During divination, she was advised to fight for a more just severance pay, particularly for retroactive wage adjustments (she used to work extra hours for which she was never compensated). During the divination process, she heard, ''Remember that you need to demand what you deserve. You worked for three years and were in charge of that office from morning to night-you never made a case for leaving at the end of the workday-but were never paid for overtime. If you sum up all these hours in three years, imagine what you should be getting. '' At the end of the session, Haydée provided this woman with a personal card of one of her clients, an attorney specializing in workers' severance and wrongful termination compensation cases.
Even though brujos do not subvert dominant systems of power, they operate within and at the same time without them: they irreverently poach the liberal and religious professions, as well as state and commercial agencies, twisting the modern colony ''with an attitude. '' For instance, when the Spiritist law of cause and effect (or cosmic causation) and notions of spiritual justice and reincarnation inspire the advice given by brujos to their clients, merely instrumental goals become spiritually endowed.
For example, new economic opportunities afforded by federal aid and tax breaks provide areas of economic mobility, following the policies of welfare capitalism, which those more savvy brujos are able to tap into when they address, say, social security issues. Adopting a bureaucratic pose and drawing on their networks with state agencies, brujos help their clients get the best of deals from governmental spheres of action. Mediating among clients, state agencies, and the spiritual world, they infuse the performance of their magic works with practical information as to where and when to apply for federal loans for housing, small businesses, or educational opportunities. In this added capacity, they also become brokers among state agencies, businesses, and individuals (similar to the roles taken over by some Protestant churches in response to neoliberal policies). When Nora, a young woman in her twenties, came for a consultation with Haydée with a health problem, aggravated by the refusal of the social security administration to recognize it and grant her work compensation, Haydée asked Nora to show her the official documents she received. Attempting to obtain social security benefits can be a complicated and frustrating process, filled with long forms and much red tape. Haydée knew that many of those who apply for disability benefits for the first time are denied until they can present the necessary evidence. Numerous impairments could qualify as disabilities, and thus it is crucial to retain a knowledgeable attorney who can gather the necessary evidence and present it to the court. After carefully examining the reasons for the rejection and identifying the agent who signed it, Haydée advised her to go see a friend of hers who works in the local social security office, and, with her help, reapply. The consultation was not over until the power of spirits of prosperity and justice were summoned, the official documents were placed under an icon of San Judas Tadeo (the saint in change of difficult legal cases), and a lit candle was offered to him.
As a final warning, Haydée said, ''Remember that you can't work when you apply for disability. ' ' The case of Tomasa, a middle-class woman in her fifties, illustrates another type of intervention of brujos with the government. She came for a consultation with Haydée because she had some legal problems with a tenant-a single mother on welfare who had failed to pay the rent for almost a year. Having won a court case in her favor, Tomasa was going to collect past-due rent money (plus interest) from her tenant, and came to give this good news to Haydée. During divination, however, Haydée stated that the judge's ruling had been ''immoral. '' According to the tenets of Spiritism, and taking into consideration the economic straits of this poor woman, Haydée urged Tomasa to reconsider a fairer deal, one that reflected the cosmic ruling spoken by the spirits during divination: ''Whatever is wrongly taken won't shine. '' If Tomasa were to follow this cosmic ruling instead of the judge's ruling, she could avoid breaking the cosmic law of love (i.e., all actions are to be measured against the life and teachings of Jesus) and thereby avoid risking the castigation of the spirits. This is some of what Tomasa heard during divination:
Remember, ''Whatever is wrongly taken, won't shine. '' How much does she owe you . . if you have that, why take the money from those that need it? But greed for money-that's terrible. ''The more you have, the more you want. '' That woman doesn't have even a place to fall dead! A long session of questions and answers followed, during which Haydée pressed Tomasa to break down the final calculation made by the lawyer and to explain her finances. After learning that Tomasa was not clear about ever filing taxes for the income she had received from renting rooms, Haydée made her point from a bureaucratic, legal perspective: ''Remember that today everything goes into one computer. I don't ever mess with the federal government. I give them what I owe them. If that girl takes you to Hacienda [Treasury] or she takes you to daco [Departamento de Asuntos del Consumidor; i.e., the Department of Consumer Protection] . . . and then . . . you . . . you didn't think about that, ah?''
Realizing that she might be castigated both by the federal government and by the spirits, Tomasa decided to override the judge's decision by not only allowing the poor woman to pay just the rent without interest and legal expenses, but also to forget about the debt altogether if she was not able to pay any money at all. As this and other cases illustrate, the advise given by brujos provide not only the ''eyes and ears'' for clients to find possible resources within bureaucratic organizations and capitalist enterprises, but also the ''soul'' or moral direction behind the demands and profits that one could make without transgressing the moral laws of Spiritism. In other words, the accumulation of state-and corporate-administered social goods should be pursued only in righteous ways, if one wishes to be rewarded with more blessings. Whereas some would see this and the other ethnographic vignettes as inflections of modern welfare capitalism, as ''alternative'' or ''vernacular'' forms of modernity, ∑∂ I prefer to characterize them as ''pirated''-as will become clear in my concluding discussion. In relation to the extensive scholarship on Caribbean modernity, such an understanding of the modernity of Puerto Rican brujería stems from and is limited by the vantage point of an ethnographic insider's perspective on vernacular religious practices. It presumes answers to such questions as: To whose modernity does it refer? Who is assumed to be entitled to it? From whose perspective is it to be assessed? ∑∑ Broadly, the modernity of dominant and subaltern groups in the Caribbean has been extensively discussed in relation to metropolitan capitalist forms of entrepreneurship, exploitation, production, accumulation, and consumption, as well as Enlightenment projects involving the scientific management, accounting, and dominance of people and nature. ∑∏ More specifically, the modernity of subaltern groups (which was historically denied to them) has been recently recognized in postcolonial studies by circumscribing their participation in capitalist forms of domination and exploitation as either victims or resilient, inventive bricoleurs.
My discussion of Puerto Rican brujería under the modern colony is situated somewhere between these readings. Following Hayden White's proposed literary model for deconstructing the tropes of historical accounts, it provides an account that is neither tragic nor heroic but rather ironic, one that highlights the paradox resulting from the simultaneous submission to and rejection of hegemonic economic, social, political, and cultural forces and values. ∑π In the preceding sections, I have shown how capitalist-welfare consumer desires, opportunities, and disenchantments are reworked from the inside, following the notion of ''blessings'' within the moral economy of brujería. One can argue that this type of participatory engagement of brujos and their clients with welfare capitalism is outside of what Bruno Latour referred to as ''the Consti-tution of modernity'' and of social theories of modernity. ∑∫ Yet, if one takes into account the apparently twisted, irreverent ways in which the moral economy of brujería engages both consumerist and welfare practices without completely surrendering to them and without disavowing them, the idea of piracy might begin to make sense. ∑Ω conclusion: a pirated modernity?
Recent anthropological studies of witchcraft and magic in Europe, Latin America, and Africa have suggested their linkage to modernity. In this literature, historical anthropologists studying contemporary decolonized societies have reinserted witchcraft and magic in discourses of modernity, mainly as local practices that have arisen as forms of resistance to Western colonial and modernization processes.
In a relational account of terror and healing, Taussig challenges the view of witchcraft and magic as closed, timeless systems of belief, showing that they have emerged as the result of a joint venture tying the imaginings and fictions of the colonizers to those of the colonized. ∏≠ Indeed, for Taussig, E. E. EvansPritchard's attempt to offer Western ears a clear-cut rationalization of witchcraft as a closed system is comforting but misleading. ''Doubtless this 'it' we call magic, like calling into an echoing abyss, existed in third-world countries before European colonization, '' writes Taussig. ''But surely this 'it' from that point on contained as a constitutive force the power of colonial differentiation such that magic became a gathering point of Otherness in a series of racial and class differentiations embedded in the distinctions made between Church and magic, and science and magic. '' ∏∞ Stephan Palmié elaborates a similar argument with regard to the oppositional moral complementarity, historically forged in Cuba, between the Lucumí (Yoruba)-based benevolence of Santería and the Congo (Bantu)-based wickedness of Palo. ∏≤ Also in this line of inquiry, Joan Dayan, Sidney Mintz, and Michel-Rolph Trouillot have examined the turbulence of Haitian political history as inseparable from the tribulations of Vodou, its wars, gods, and fictions. ∏≥ Some studies suggest that the feared Haitian ''zombie'' and the West Indian ''obeah man'' are creole creations that owe more to the nightmares of slavery than to the survival of African beliefs in the Caribbean. ∏∂ Indigenous forms of witchcraft and magic are depicted as creole forms of empowerment that not only have emerged out of relations of inequality in colonial times, ∏∑ but also have been mobilized in sustaining the elusive spirit power of post-independence states. ∏∏ In other works, witchcraft appears as a cultural idiom intrinsically tied to colonial systems of inequality that has the potential to destabilize the political and economic orders of decolonized nations at the local and regional levels. ∏π Peter Geschiere has noted that on the African continent, for instance, economic and political powers under modernity are inherently connected to local witchcraft practices: ''Witchcraft . . . continues to be a key element in discourses of power, despite modern processes of change (or perhaps because of them), thereby creating new forms of domination and resistance. '' ∏∫ Here witchcraft appears to be a form of political action-a predominantly subversive local idiom that engages in a contestation of colonial and postcolonial forces. ∏Ω Also, Adeline Masquelier shows that witchcraft has become a local form of resistance to non-indigenous forms of trade relations in a community; and Mark Auslander in the same collection argues that witchcraft accusations reflect the lack of equitable forms of integration for members of a community into a market economy. π≠ In contrast, most historians of European witchcraft have traditionally related witchcraft and magic to the modern world in a diachronic mode, stressing the connection of witch hunts to larger and more complex political and economic realities, such as the state and the church. Equipped with economic and political models, historians have portrayed witchcraft and magic as classand gender-motivated practices that subvert the modern state. Thus, although asserting a temporal connection between modernity and the practices of witchcraft and magic rectified the otherwise-misleading perception that the latter belonged exclusively to the world of the ''primitive, '' it also diminished them, in my view, by foregrounding their subversive character. Witchcraft and magic were portrayed as antithetical to the social order. π∞ The modernity of witchcraft and magic in Africa, Asia, and parts of the Caribbean and South America has been conceptualized most often in one or another from of ''occult economy'' or ''prosperity cult. '' π≤ Promising ''to yield wealth without production, value without effort, '' occult economies become necessary, according to Jean and John Comaroff, when an increasingly neoliberal social order fails to provide those who lack fiscal or cultural capital with the legitimate means to fulfill their capitalistic accumulation desires. π≥ They are deployed in order to ''conjure wealth-or to account for its accumulationby appeal to techniques that defy explanation in the conventional terms of practical reason, '' pointing to an ethical aspect that emerges from ''the moral discourses and (re)actions sparked by the real or imagined production of value through such 'magical' means. '' π∂ Broadly, these economies comprise ''alchemic techniques [that] defy reason in promising unnaturally large profitsto yield wealth without production, value without effort. '' π∑ Similarly, the anthropology of ''cargo cults'' (infamous in ethnographies of New Guinea and Melanesia, recently under critique) suggests a ''traditional'' enchantment with Western commodities (cargo), believed to have been created by divine spirits and intended for local indigenous people but snatched unfairly by white people. π∏ By means of a primitive ritual imitation of white behavior, cargo cult members were assumed to entice their ancestors to restore their control over cargo. Occult economies, like cargo cults, seem to be based on the assumption that a flawed model of causation held for modernization and capitalist processes produces unrealistic, ill-considered, and ultimately unrewarded magical rituals and ceremonies. ππ The conceptualization of occult economies and cargo cults in these cases act as ''gatekeeping concepts'' π∫ that reinforce the temporal distance between ''traditional'' or ''local'' cultures and modernity, πΩ even as they recognize their spatial coexistence and interdependence.
The moral economy of brujería stands in stark contrast to these portrayals. What occult economies seem to help muster elsewhere, the modern colony provides for brujería practices in Puerto Rico. And what cargo cults seem to summon, contemporary brujos make available through combined spiritual and practical advice. Witchcraft and magic practices in this context are not unlike the ''invisible worlds'' that inform the accumulation of wealth among the dynastic rich in the contemporary United States ∫≠ and, for that matter, the ''flexible'' forms of capitalist accumulation under globalization. Like these unseen worlds, the moral economy of brujería works not just to adapt to the modern colony but also to reproduce it, though perhaps unwillingly and in oblique ways. Similar to the practices of Korean shamanism, which in the last twenty years increased the frequency of ''prosperity rituals'' against ''ancestor rituals'' to fit the needs of its practitioners under capitalism, ∫∞ the spiritual world of brujería and the cosmological morality it entails are summoned for promoting the necessary practical means to achieve mainstream goals, not for substituting them. Adding the ethical tenets of Spiritism to the spectral ethos and predicaments of consumer and welfare capitalism, the moral economy of brujería can therefore hardly be seen as counter-hegemonic in the same measure as elsewhere in the world.
Unlike reports about the effects of postcolonial forms of capitalist accumulation as resulting, for instance, from ''contracts with the devil, '' ∫≤ the surplus of ''zombie laborers'' working for ''cannibalistic witches, '' ∫≥ in an ''economy of the belly, '' ∫∂ prosperity is not envisioned within the moral economy of brujería as ''evil'' or ''the labor of the negative. '' In addition, unlike the bureaucratic nightmares in Castro's Cuba embodied in current practices of Palo, ∫∑ the redistributive role of the commonwealth is imagined as a blessing (except, of course, by the Puerto Rican independence movement). Rather than placing capitalistic forms of accumulation and state redistribution powers in detrimental opposition to local or traditional culture, brujería practices ''tame'' prosperity and the welfare state in its own terms: fame and success are believed to be rewards for leading a moral, civil life. That is, material and spiritual progress not only are not at odds but also are intimately connected. The obvious reason seems to be the historically and currently constituted conditions of brujería practice. I do not mean to suggest that the enticements of the modern colony in Puerto Rico are such that they disavow the predicaments of consumer and welfare capitalism. As with fetishism, the fetishism of the modern colony involves a powerful fascination or desire that is both indulged and at the same time, denied. ∫∏ Rather than destabilizing or contesting the modern colony, however, the moral economy of brujería has forged ways to twist it-with an attitude. While spatially and temporally distancing assumptions are still directing much of today's scholarly and lay perceptions of witchcraft and magic, a more participatory role should be imagined, for they are not as alien to modern economic circuits and political developments as assumed. Both the relational and subversive models mentioned above fail to address what I see as the ''positive power'' (in Foucault's terms) or the ''making power'' of Puerto Rican brujería. Following the discussions in Magic and Modernity about the intrinsic imbrication of (and affinity between) magic and modernity, ∫π I want to argue that the participation of brujería in the modern colony is apparent and active, albeit invisible and mostly irreverent, speaking in it and with it. This is perhaps the reason why I think plural, relativized, or alternative views of modernity ∫∫ fall short of addressing the disciplinary effects of Latour's Constitution of modernity-of what it allows and forbids-on the creation of multiple versions of modernity or its ''hybrids. '' ∫Ω Further, what plural views of modernity tenaciously forget is that ''we have never been modern, '' at least in the totalizing ways we think about, in the sense that the modern world ''has never functioned according to the rules of its official Constitution alone. '' Ω≠ In response to dominant (not alternative) capitalist and welfare desires and opportunities, the moral economy of brujería strategically articulates, in unorthodox ways, capitalist and welfare values with the ethical values of Spiritism in order to promote their clients' prosperity or blessings. Brujos and their clients, far from offering a counterculture to modernity Ω∞ or being endangered species or subversive, are thus active participants in the modern colony, perhaps suggesting a form of participation that is not so much entitled or alternative but rather pirated.
